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Reporting Information and Limitations
Moisture meters and Weathertightness:
This report cannot provide a waterproofing guarantee, as it is not readily possible nor required to create simulated conditions to induce
moisture ingress.
We have looked for signs of moisture ingress and spot checking is carried out predominantly around windows, doors, identified external risk
areas and major plumbing areas, with a non-invasive moisture meter. The moisture meters used during this inspection are the Protimeter
Surveymaster and/or the Trotec T660 which is celebrated to the manufacturer’s specifications.
We will advise if we have detected raised moisture readings and we will show their position, but we may not show images of the readings.
This is because non-invasive moisture metres provide an indication of moisture only. We must consider the limitations of these moisture
meters such as:
Our inspection is carried out on a single day and the timespan or longevity of any issue is not known.
Areas may only be exposed by weather conditions, so moisture may fluctuate around weather and seasonal changes.
Differing construction materials with differing durability against moisture.
The only way to obtain accurate moisture readings is by using intrusive methods and this is outside the scope of this inspection.
The above examples of limitations show that with an inspection undertaken on a single day, an issue may be at any stage of its possible
wet/dry cycle so advising that an issue is ‘minor’ or ‘significant’ could be misleading. This should be considered a qualitative report only. You
must consider that all raised moisture readings will require further invasive investigations to determine:
the severity of any hidden damage,
to obtain an accurate moisture content of any concealed material.
To investigate/determine the entry point or cause of a listed moisture concern
It is important to be aware that the lack of moisture indicators does not confirm that a property does not have moisture issues. Because water
accumulates and travels immediately behind the external cladding, the external cladding is ideally what should be tested. However, this is not
practical, nor possible with some claddings and weather conditions, therefore the meters are predominantly used from the interior of the
home. As visual inspections and non-invasive testing may provide no initial evidence of leaking, knowledge of known weather tight risk details
and/or signs to look for become more critical. Further investigation will be recommended where there is sufficient evidence and concern that it
may reveal signs of severe moisture penetration.
Moisture levels can change significantly with the seasons and can often be much lower in advanced decay. The same can occur with leaks in
plumbing where plumbing has not been used for a period of time in a manner causing the moisture, thus allowing the area to dry.
Our non-invasive moisture meters will not penetrate full depth of the structure or thick claddings and non-invasive readings should be
considered as an indication of moisture only.
Further investigation may involve invasive investigation of the home and can only be undertaken with the written permission of the
Homeowner.
If we detect weathertightness concerns we may advise or recommend a further ‘Weathertightness survey’, This is a specialist report not
undertaken by HPPI. HPPI can undertake invasive investigations to determine the extent of hidden damage to localised issues but in some
cases a full detailed invasive weathertightness survey is required to determine not only the extent of any hidden damage but to determine the
failures in the design and or materials and advise of required remediations.

Report Limitations:
The report limitations are as set out in the HPPI Ltd Terms and Conditions, which you have agreed to abide by.
This report should be seen as a reasonable attempt to identify any significant defects at the time of the visual inspection, not an allencompassing report dealing with the property from every aspect. Minor defects are common to most properties and may include minor
blemishes, corrosion, cracking, weathering, general deterioration, unevenness, and physical damage to materials and finishes that could be
expected with age and general wear and tear. It is common for most of these defects to be rectified over the first few years of ownership, as
redecoration or general maintenance are undertaken. While some minor defects may be noted, it is unrealistic for the Inspector to comment
on all minor defects and imperfections in this standard property report. We are unable to carry out any probe or destructive testing, nor move
any furnishings or appliances, in a visual inspection.
This report is intended only as a general guide to help the Client make their own evaluation of the overall condition of the dwelling and is not
intended to reflect the value of the premises, nor make any representation as to the advisability of purchase. The report expresses the
personal opinions of the Inspector, based upon his visual impressions of the conditions that existed at the time of the inspection only. The
inspection and report are not intended to be technically exhaustive, or to imply that every component was inspected, or that every possible
defect was discovered. No disassembly of equipment, opening of walls, moving of furniture, appliances or stored items, or excavation was
performed. All components and conditions, which by the nature of their location are concealed, camouflaged or difficult to inspect, are
excluded from the report.
Systems and conditions which are not within the scope of the building inspection include, but are not limited to: formaldehyde, lead paint,
asbestos, toxic or flammable materials, and other environmental hazards; pest infestation, playground equipment, efficiency measurement of
insulation or heating and cooling equipment, internal or underground drainage or plumbing, any systems which are shut down or otherwise
secured; water wells (water quality and quantity) zoning ordinances; intercom; security systems; heat sensors; cosmetics or building code
conformity. Any general comments about these systems and conditions are informational only and do not represent an inspection.
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The inspection report should not be construed as a compliance inspection of any governmental or non-governmental codes or regulations.
The report is not intended to be a warranty or guarantee of the present or future adequacy or performance of the structure, its systems, or
their component parts. This report does not constitute any express or implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for use regarding the
condition of the property and it should not be relied upon as such.
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Moisture Meters Used
Trotec T660
The T660 is ideally suited for the quick, non-destructive
determination of moisture distribution in near-surface areas to about
4 cm.
Based on the T660's integrated material pre-selection function for
anhydrite and cementitious screed the measurement results
(indicative) can on demand be shown directly on the colour display
of the T660. The T660 is also suited for non-destructive wood
moisture measurements according to the dielectric measurement
method (indicative).
The numerical range of the T660 runs from 0-200 units with 0-79
generally indicating dry and 80-200 showing wet or elevated
moisture. In some cases, readings below this may be advised as
elevated depending on different factors. (Note: Metal and some
other materials can increase the readings of capacitance meters).
Materials with higher density may show higher readings on the
Trotec T660, and in these cases we will find the expected ambient
reading of the material taken from various points in the material to
base our readings on.

Protimeter Surveymaster
Well known throughout NZ, the Surveymaster is a dual function noninvasive PLUS probe moisture meter.
It is ideal for locating and measuring moisture problems in homes
and building materials such as timber/wood, gib board etc.
The unit will scan (using the capacitance method), typically up to
19mm from the surface. Where moisture is located, the readings
from the meter, which are displayed as digits from 70 to 999 on the
LCD screen. (Note: Metal and some other materials can increase
the readings of capacitance meters).
The Surveymaster also features a green, amber and red LED light
scale which provides the user with a DRY (green), RISK (amber)
and WET (red) visual indicator of moisture levels.
Dry- 70-169, at risk 170-199, wet 200-999
Materials with higher density may show higher readings on the
Protimeter Surveymaster, and in these cases we will find the
expected ambient reading of the material taken from various points
in the material to base our readings on.
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Executive Summary
On the day of inspection:
On the day of the inspection the house was occupied which makes inspecting some areas of the home difficult or not possible, we will advise
of notable areas with access concerns but may not advise of small spaces like,- cupboards and kitchen pantries, wardrobes, and areas with
furniture etc.
Due to the current dry season all external and internal moisture readings are particularly lower than normal, without any visual damage any
intermittent moisture issues are harder to detect. Further moisture testing is recommended within the next 6-8 months (during wet periods).
Our non-invasive inspection is limited.

Structure summary condition:
I find the home to be in average or expected condition when compared against homes or structures of similar construction methods, materials
and the age or period of construction.
In accordance with the NZS 4306/2005 standard we are required to list in our executive summary the major or significant concerns. These are
listed below. Please consider that we may also note other concerns under the relative sections of this report that should be considered.
Please ensure you read this report carefully and in its entirety.

List of concerns/defects & significant maintenance:
External
Foundation/Subfloor - Upon inspection of the sub floor area we have noted a significant amount of building debris dispersed
throughout the area and this has made access difficult and impossible to some areas. We recommend having these debries
removed as loose and damaged timber on the ground will promote mould and also allow pests an opportunity to multiply.
We have noted multiple plumbing water pipes and this may be due to renovation or point to past leak concerns. We have
noted black piping that maybe *Dux-quest.(*refer to definitions at the base of this report*). It is also recommended to have a
registered plumber and registered electrician undertake an inspection and look to secure plumbing pipes, and electrical
cables off the ground to prevent movement and possible future damage.
Next Actions:
Contact/seek advice from a registered Plumber.
Contact/seek advice from a registered Electrician.
Clear debris to sub floor and look to install a ground vapour barrier to suppress ground moisture
Cladding - We have noted multiple areas along the Northern elevation where the timber weatherboards appear to have
some cracking and blistering of the paint surface. Some cladding repairs will be required with sanding, filling of cracking and
repainting to seal the timber.
Next Actions:
Consult with a registered painter.
Cladding - On the Far South Western corner of the garage we have noted the concrete driveway has been poured hard
against the lower cladding. This will allow for moisture transfer from the ground and we have detected some elevated
readings through this lower weatherboard. We recommend consultation with a licensed building practitioner to look at how
to create ground clearance or look to fit a more durable material to protect the area.
Next Actions:
Contact/seek advice from a licensed building practitioner.
Cladding - On the Western external wall of the garage we have noted that no external corner box section or flashing has
been incorporated to protect the junction between the timber weatherboards and this fibre cement cladding. This leaves the
corner exposed to moisture Ingress to the frame and we recommend consultation with the licensed building practitioner to
flash these areas. There is the possibility that past moisture has affected the frame and this could only be realised with
invasive inspection.
Cladding - Along the lower edge of this Western garage wall there has been a timber facing fitted horizontally with the
ground level close to the underside of this timber. When a timber facing has been fitted in this Manor it can trap moisture on
the leading-edge and allow for hidden gradual damage to occur to the cladding behind the timber facing. Moisture can also
track deeper and access the frame. This area also has an elevated risk factor due to inadequate ground clearance listed
below.
It is recommended to have a minimum ground clearance between the cladding and the exposed ground of 175mm. It is also
recommended to have a minimum clearance of 225mm between the top of the internal concrete slab and the external
exposed soil. When ground clearance is not observed, this increases the risk of moisture Ingress into the structure and we
recommend consultation with the licensed building practitioner to create adequate clearances. This may also be an issue
through the front of the garage door and which a great drainage system could be Incorporated if required.
Next Actions:
Contact/seek advice from a licensed building practitioner.
External penetrations and Joinery - We have noted multiple areas of rot affected timber to timber Joinery facings, mainly to
the rear garage exit door and to the north facing window of the Ensuite bathroom. The facings will require a replacement
which will in turn require the timber scribers to be removed and possibly replaced if damaged during the process.
Next Actions:
Roofing - We have noted multiple areas of past repair and patching to the roof surface mainly through the centre area of the
roof and around skylights. This would indicate some past leak concerns and although no internal signs of leaking were
noted on the date of site visit we would recommend consultation with a registered roofer to look at upgrading the roof
surface to reduce risk of the future leaks developing. Penetrations through the roof surface also require upgrade to the
flashing systems.
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Next Actions:
Contact/seek advice from a licensed Roofer
Roofing Components - The timber fascia boards have multiple areas of rot and cracking and we would recommend that
replacement will be required too many areas if not all, to ensure a well matched repair.
Next Actions:
Contact/seek advice from a licensed building practitioner.
Deck - We have noted an aged and worn deck surface to some areas and would recommend some decking replacement is
required.
Next Actions:
Contact/seek advice from a licensed building practitioner.
Deck - The deck joists at the house connection have been nailed through the external cladding. It is recommended to have
a deck joist packed and bolted to the cladding with rubber washers to prevent moisture Ingress, and that the deck joists are
securely fixed with metal fixings (joist hangers or metal strap).
Next Actions:
Contact/seek advice from a licensed building practitioner.
Deck - There are no deck bearers to support the deck joists with joists simply being nailed to the foundation piles. While no
significant movement has been noted on the date of site visit we would recommend upgrading the pile fixings to incorporate
bolts or another appropriate metal fixing.
Next Actions:
Contact/seek advice from a licensed building practitioner.

Please Note:
Please Note:
This summary is not intended to replace the entire inspection report. There could be other items noted in this report that the client may
consider significant. Please read the entire report carefully.
We have undertaken moisture testing around high-risk areas, major plumbing, and service areas. If elevated readings or anomalies are
detected, or if visible signs of moisture are detected we will provide details in the above executive summary, and a defect image under the
relative section of this report. In some cases, one image may be used as an example if the defect is repeated.
HPPI uses Images to show major defects and areas of weathertightness risk to give an idea on their location or position, some defects may
not be clearly visible in these images. It is common to have some similar defects in multiple areas, and Images may be used to give a one-off
example of this issue.
The New Zealand Building Code recognizes that building maintenance is an important feature in achieving the minimum durability
requirements in the building code. It is the responsibility of the building/homeowner to maintain the building or dwelling to the required
standard in the building code.
It is important that the building/homeowner(s), acquaint themselves with the standard maintenance requirements and the various
manufacturers products maintenance requirements applicable to this building/dwelling. HPPI ltd does not take any responsibility for the
accuracy or completeness of the above maintenance requirements or any failure of the building/homeowner to carry out the required
maintenance. This is the responsibility of the building/homeowner.
Refer to the base of this report under ‘Reference sites’ regarding the period of construction and common problems and remedies from the
Building Research Association of New Zealand ‘BRANZ’.
Please refer to our ‘terms and conditions’ for standard limitations.
Any opinions expressed regarding adequacy, capacity, or expected life of components are general estimates based on information about
similar components and occasional wide variations are to be expected between such estimates and actual experience. To the best of our
knowledge and belief, all statements and information in this report are true and correct. Should any disagreement or dispute arise as a result
of this inspection or report, it shall be actioned as per the Terms and Conditions.
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Risk Awareness
Assessing the Weathertightness Risk
Providing shelter from the weather is one of a building’s primary functions. In recent times, with more complex buildings, new materials and
systems, and different construction practices, mean it is even more important for buildings to be properly designed to ensure they remain
weathertight throughout their lives. From early 2000, there has been a growing body of evidence pointing to common weathertightness
problems associated with certain design features. These include flat roofs, complex building shapes and junctions, parapets, narrow or no
eaves (roof overhang), monolithic claddings, sealed decks, decks directly connected to the home, built-in balconies and inadequate flashings
around windows and doors. Our experience over the last decade has shown that buildings with these types of design feature are more likely
to leak and will therefore require extra protection through careful water management, design, and detailing. Environmental factors such as
wind, extreme height, and site exposure, should also be considered.
We will advise of areas with heightened risk and consider the attributes of the building like visible design features that help to mitigate risk. It is
also important to consider the period of construction as homes consented and built to the new building code introduced in 2004 would have
undergone risk analysis at the design phase, with detailing that allowed for the mitigation of the risk features.
If we advise that further investigation is required or if we recommend consultation with an LBP to upgrade an area, this is because
we feel that the visible design and/or materials may not be performing or that in the inspector’s opinion there is either visible
evidence of a concern or sufficient risk of concealed or hidden issues.
If we advise that an area should be considered in a regular and ongoing maintenance plan, this directs to an area of importance or
increased risk that in the inspector’s opinion, should be regularly checked and inspected, as wear and tear or deterioration could
occur, which may affect the performance of the area.

Common weathertightness risk factors
Wind zone – Wind drives rain against a building and increases the potential for leaks, (in particular at high, very high or extra high
levels.)
Envelope complexity – Complex buildings have more junctions and often more penetrations in the claddings for windows and other
elements, creating increased risk of leaks.
Number of storeys – Taller buildings have more wall area exposed to wind and rain and water running over vulnerable areas such as
window and door openings or junctions; taller buildings are also less likely to be sheltered by neighbouring buildings or vegetation.
Number of cladding types- multiple claddings create high risk joins and junctions that require carefully detailed flashing systems.
These are often concealed from a non-invasive inspection.
Roof and wall intersection design – Junctions between roofs and walls are potential sources of leaks and are often difficult to detail
and build, meaning the risk of failure is higher than for less exposed junctions.
Eave width – Eaves provide shelter to the walls of a building and reduce the wetted area during rain; narrower eaves, or no eaves,
mean less shelter and therefore greater risk.
Deck design – Waterproof decks and solid balconies provide catchment areas for rain and so are potential sources of leaks. These
risks are greater for cantilevered decks that penetrate the cladding and for decks with no upper storey, which are more exposed to
the elements. Waterproof decks are also difficult to detail and build, increasing the risk of failure. Open decks are often directly fixed
to the cladding which can trap moisture against the cladding and/or allow moisture to penetrate around fixing points.
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Risk Assessment
It is important to consider the limitations of a non-invasive inspection due to some issues or defects being concealed or not detectable without
removal of materials. Due to this we will include in your report areas of elevated weathertightness risk regardless of whether there are any
visible moisture ingress issues at the time of our inspection. This allows you to be aware of at-risk, or higher risk areas to assess not only the
condition of the property on the day of inspection, but also to take into consideration areas that may require improvements or ongoing regular
maintenance and the possible costs involved.
HPPI recommends consultation with an appropriate qualified/registered contractor like an LBP (licenced building practitioner) to advise of
ways to mitigate risk. This may be in the form of implementing a regular and ongoing maintenance plan, or if we have directed, undertaking
upgrades to mitigate or reduce risk.
Refer to the 'definitions' section at the base of this report to further assist you in understanding some common terms.
All homes require ongoing care to help improve and maintain performance and this is the homeowner’s responsibility.
Refer to the base of this report under the heading ‘Recommendations’ for helpful links and resources.

Common Site & Design Risk Factors
Site Exposure and Wind Zone

Urban terrain
Sheltered
in a low wind zone.

Complexity Of Building Envelope

Simple design.

Number Of Levels

One

Number Of Cladding Types

Two

Roof Planes & Penetrations Risk

Moderately complex.

Is There A Monolithic Cladding System

No, there is no monolithic cladding system.

Is There A Cavity System

No there is no cavity system and the cladding is direct fixed to the
frame.

Eaves Complexity & Risk

Moderate risk- 451-600mm for single story or greater than 600mm
above two story

Specific Design Risk Features
Cladding Clearance Concerns

Clearance issues from bottom of cladding (non veneer) to finished
ground level - Bottom of cladding to a paved ground requires
clearance of 100mm, Bottom of cladding to an unpaved ground
requires clearance of 175mm.
Some areas are below current recommended allowances. But this
may have been adequate for the time of construction, and is typical
for a home of this age.

Ground Clearance Concerns

Top of concrete slab on ground – other cladding – above paving,
requires 150mm clearance.
Top of concrete slab on ground – other cladding – above soil,
requires 225mm clearance.

External Penetration Seals

Areas of the home with large penetrations in the cladding that are
un-flashed such as electrical boxes and vents are a high risk of
moisture ingress. Recommend contacting a licensed building
practitioner for possible upgrades to these areas.

Drainage or surface waterflow concerns

We have noted signs of water tracking in the sub-floor area. This
will introduce dampness to the sub floor and could create mould and
mildew concerns. Excessive moisture in the sub-floor can cause a
multitude of issues like; ground stability issues, flowing water can
undermine piles or foundation walls, sodden ground can increase
water pressure on any subterranean retaining walls etc. We
recommend consultation with a drainage specialist.
The surrounding land topography directs surface water-flow towards
the structure in some areas.Surface water should be directed away
from the structure and we recommend consultation with a drainage
specialist.
We have noted damp ground under the sub-floor area
Consult with a drain-layer
Refer to council documents (LIM or PIM) for flood and flow-path
information.

Images
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1. The concrete drive is in contact with the
external cladding with no adequate cladding
Clarence or ground clearance observed.
Risk Type(s):
CLADDING CLEARANCE RISK
GROUND CLEARANCE RISK.
Next actions:
1

We have concerns regarding the design and or
weather-tightness of this area. This may lead to
moisture being absorbed into internal structure
causing deterioration. We recommend further
investigation and repairs are undertaken by a
licensed building practitioner.

1. Further to the image above we have noted
an adequate ground and cladding
clearances along the western side of the
garage and recommend improvement to
prevent Ingress of water.
Risk Type(s):
CLADDING CLEARANCE RISK
1

GROUND CLEARANCE RISK.
Next actions:
Recommend contacting a licensed building
practitioner for possible upgrades to these areas.

1. The ground was noted to be damp along the
western side of the sub floor. Due to the
current long dry period this would indicate
that during winter months moisture may
increase. We recommend monitoring of the
area. Some drainage resolutions may be
required if pooling occurs, or installation of a
ground vapour barrier to suppress ground
moisture.
Risk Type(s):

1

GROUND MOISTURE RISK
Next actions:

Monitor the sub-floor area during winter months for
any signs of pulling water or excessive damp that
may require upgrades to suppress or drain excess
moisture.
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1. There is no adequate head flashing over the
two points noted in the image provided.
These areas are prone to moisture Ingress
and we recommend consultation with the
licensed building practitioner to fit adequate
head flashings.
2.
2

Risk Type(s):
HEAD FLASHING RISK.

1

Next actions:
We have concerns regarding the design and or
weather-tightness of this area. This may lead to
moisture being absorbed into internal structure
causing deterioration. We recommend further
investigation and repairs are undertaken by a
licensed building practitioner.
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Site Overview
Structure

Stand-alone Home.

Levels

One

Situated on

Shared site.

Number of bedrooms

Two

Number of bathrooms

Two

Facing direction

East

Approximate age of construction

1950's with additions added later- check council records

Topography

This is a generally flat site

Vegetation

Well established
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External Inspection
The condition or performance of concrete foundations or concealed footings is outside the scope of this inspection. We will advise of the type
of foundation if known and look for any ‘visible’ major defects.

Foundation/Subfloor
Foundation Type

Foundation Type

Timber piles in ground.
Timber piles on foundation blocks.
perimeter structural masonry walls.
The garsgd area is on a concrete slab foundation

Subfloor

Foundation Limitations

This home has a CONCRETE FOUNDATION.- We have not
undertaken a structural foundation inspection or structural survey of
the home. This is due to the concealed nature of foundations. We
will visually inspect and advise of any noted concerns, but we are
limited to line of sight issues. If concerns are noted we may advise
that further inspection is required by a registered engineer.

Subfloor Access description

There was access to the sub floor with the northern side fully open
with no sub for cladding. We have been unable to enter the sub
floor area due to debris blocking, but have viewed from the northern
side from around two meters from the building line.

Sub floor materials

The original foundation of the home consists of timber piles seated
on concrete or masonry foundation blocks. There has been more
modern renovation with the Eastern side of this sub floor having H3
tanalised posts in concrete footings.

Sub floor bracing and fixings

No pile bracing sighted.
Pile to foundation block has galvanized wire connections fitted.
Pile to bearer has a gang-nail plate or nail plate fitted.
Appears to be sufficient for time of construction
Fixings are galvanized
Due to zone- all fixings are recommended to be stainless steel.

Sub-floor ventilation and
vapour barriers

Adequate ventilation
No ground vapour barrier in place

Insulation details

Polyester segmented batts or blanket
Present but out of position in areas. The insulation has been
disturbed in places and requires re-laying.
Not labelled with installation details- Further advice is required from
a registered installer.
over 120mm thick.
Approximately 90% coverage

Visible plumbing materials

Copper pipe.
Grey plastic pipe.
Black plastic Pipe.
uPvc pipe
Dux-Quest Pipe or Possible Dux-Quest pipe. PLUMBING
CONCERN! Plumbing inspection recommended (refer to definitions
at the base of this report)
We have noted an HRV water filtration system installed.
We have noted some plumbing pipes have not been secured with
strapping and we recommend having a registered plumber assess
and secure to prevent movement and damage.

Visible electrical materials

Tough plastic sheath- Modern wiring
I have noted some cabling is not secured to the underside of the
sub floor frame is resting on the ground. We recommend having
electrical cabling secured to the subfloor frame.

Signs of pest infestation

No major concern, no major visible signs detected- regular
inspection by specialist recommended.
Due to the Northern subfloor been exposed with no subfloor
cladding the area is open to vermin Ingress and recommend
consulting with an LBP to close in the sub floor with adequate
ventilation.

Signs of obvious structural
alterations

Yes

Ground clearance from
framing

There appears to be adequate clearance
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Additional Notes and Minor Defects

We have noted some damp ground surface up the Western end of
the sub floor. Due to the current long drive period we would expect
this in dampness to worsen through the winter months due to the
low line surrounding ground. The recommend the subfloor is
cleaned and all debris removed, and look to install a ground vapour
barrier to suppress any rising ground moisture.

Defects

1

1. Upon inspection of the sub floor area we
have noted a significant amount of building
debris dispersed throughout the area and
this has made access difficult and
impossible to some areas. We recommend
having these debries removed as loose and
damaged timber on the ground will promote
mould and also allow pests an opportunity to
multiply. We have noted multiple plumbing
water pipes and this may be due to
renovation or point to past leak concerns.
We have noted black piping that maybe
*Dux-quest.(*refer to definitions at the base
of this report*). It is also recommended to
have a registered plumber and registered
electrician undertake an inspection and look
to secure plumbing pipes, and electrical
cables off the ground to prevent movement
and possible future damage.
Next Actions:
Contact/seek advice from a registered Plumber.
Contact/seek advice from a registered Electrician.
Clear debris to sub floor and look to install a ground
vapour barrier to suppress ground moisture

Cladding
Cladding Type

Timber weatherboards
-Cladding has been 'direct' fixed to the frame (non cavity
construction)
We have also noted that the Western external wall of the garage
has been clad with a 4 mm thick fibre cement flat sheet.

Limitations
Cladding Description/Notes

Timber weatherboards have been used to 90% of the external
areas. This cladding has been direct fixed to a timber frame and has
metal corner Soakers and flat jointers at weatherboard joints. We
have noted that the Western Wall of the garage has fibre cement flat
sheet and there has been no external corner boxing or flashings
incorporated to protect the join between the timber weatherboards
and this fiber cement sheet.

Defects
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1. We have noted multiple areas along the
Northern elevation where the timber
weatherboards appear to have some
cracking and blistering of the paint surface.
Some cladding repairs will be required with
sanding, filling of cracking and repainting to
seal the timber.
Next Actions:
1

Consult with a registered painter.

1. On the Far South Western corner of the
garage we have noted the concrete driveway
has been poured hard against the lower
cladding. This will allow for moisture transfer
from the ground and we have detected some
elevated readings through this lower
weatherboard. We recommend consultation
with a licensed building practitioner to look at
how to create ground clearance or look to fit
a more durable material to protect the area.
Next Actions:
1

Contact/seek advice from a licensed building
practitioner.
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1

2

1. On the Western external wall of the garage
we have noted that no external corner box
section or flashing has been incorporated to
protect the junction between the timber
weatherboards and this fibre cement
cladding. This leaves the corner exposed to
moisture Ingress to the frame and we
recommend consultation with the licensed
building practitioner to flash these areas.
There is the possibility that past moisture
has affected the frame and this could only be
realised with invasive inspection.
2. Along the lower edge of this Western garage
wall there has been a timber facing fitted
horizontally with the ground level close to the
underside of this timber. When a timber
facing has been fitted in this Manor it can
trap moisture on the leading-edge and allow
for hidden gradual damage to occur to the
cladding behind the timber facing. Moisture
can also track deeper and access the frame.
This area also has an elevated risk factor
due to inadequate ground clearance listed
below.
It is recommended to have a minimum
ground clearance between the cladding and
the exposed ground of 175mm. It is also
recommended to have a minimum clearance
of 225mm between the top of the internal
concrete slab and the external exposed soil.
When ground clearance is not observed, this
increases the risk of moisture Ingress into
the structure and we recommend
consultation with the licensed building
practitioner to create adequate clearances.
This may also be an issue through the front
of the garage door and which a great
drainage system could be Incorporated if
required.
Next Actions:
Contact/seek advice from a licensed building
practitioner.

External penetrations and Joinery
Type

Existing Joinery is single Glazed timber units but we have noted all
units have been retrofitted with single glazed aluminium inside the
original timber window frames. The front bedrooms North facing
window is still original single glazed timber and the rear garage exit
door is also original timber.

Limitations
Joinery description/Notes

All joinery units are single Glazed with the majority of units having
aluminium Joinery fitted inside the existing timber sills and frames.
The joinery head flashings are original with painted metal, folded
over the upper timber facing.
Due to the age we have noted some open areas around the timber
facings that may need to be better sealed to prevent vermin entry.

External penetrations description/Notes

We have noted multiple penetrations through the cladding in areas
like the metre box penetration and extractor fan penetrations these
rely on soft silicone seals and we recommend fitting head flashings
to these.

Defects
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1. We have noted multiple areas of rot affected
timber to timber Joinery facings, mainly to
the rear garage exit door and to the north
facing window of the Ensuite bathroom. The
facings will require a replacement which will
in turn require the timber scribers to be
removed and possibly replaced if damaged
during the process.
Next Actions:
1

Roofing
Roofing type

Painted corrugated iron
With an area on the South Eastern corner having been replaced
with corrugated factory coated Steel.

Limitations
Roofing Description/Notes

Roofing Description/Notes

This is a single plane roof surface over the main area of the house
what the lower roof area along the Eastern side. The roofing iron
has been fixed with galvanised nails and washers with some areas
having been replaced with galvanised Tek screws.
We have noted multiple repairs to the roof surface with patches of
roofing iron, replaced fixings, and silicon used to seal small holes.
There are two large skylights with boxed metal sections and folded
corrugated iron around the perimeter. The flashing system was not
clearly visible and we have moisture tested internally and not
detected any elevated readings to these areas. The skylights are
aged and there is some rust to the roofing iron in the surrounding
areas and we recommend that future replacement should be
considered.

Approximate roof pitch

Low pitch roof 1.5° to 9° approximately (this has not been
measured)

Defects

1

1. We have noted multiple areas of past repair
and patching to the roof surface mainly
through the centre area of the roof and
around skylights. This would indicate some
past leak concerns and although no internal
signs of leaking were noted on the date of
site visit we would recommend consultation
with a registered roofer to look at upgrading
the roof surface to reduce risk of the future
leaks developing. Penetrations through the
roof surface also require upgrade to the
flashing systems.
Next Actions:
Contact/seek advice from a licensed Roofer

Roofing Components
Soffits/Roof edge design

Timber fascia board.
Soffit lined with fibre cement sheet.
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Gutters/spouting material

uPvc

Downpipes material & visible point of discharge

uPvc

Roof penetrations

We have noted at the sewer vent penetration has been flashed with
a flexible roofing tape and that should be seen as a temporary
flashing repair full stop the sky lights have no clear flashing system
visible although no concerns were noted internally through moisture
testing around these penetrations with rust present we would
recommend upgrading these.

Defects
1. The timber fascia boards have multiple
areas of rot and cracking and we would
recommend that replacement will be
required too many areas if not all, to ensure
a well matched repair.
Next Actions:
Contact/seek advice from a licensed building
practitioner.

1

External Grounds Features
External Grounds Features

Driveway

Concrete.
No surface water control has been fitted to the front side of the
garage to prevent moisture Ingress due to flooding externally.
Recommend consultation with the council files to investigate any
flood or flow path concerns that may need to be considered. We
would also recommend that some ongoing monitoring should be
undertaken, and if any pooling of water or surface water entry to the
garage is noted an adequate drainage system should be
implemented.

Paths and patios

Loose gravel.

Fencing

Timber fence posts with timber rails and timber palings
The site is fully fenced but open on the drive

Retaining walls
Stairs and handrails
Pergola

There is a timber pergola fitted to the Eastern deck area.

Gully trap location

North

External taps

Two

Deck location

Eastern side

Deck surface and type

Open timber deck with hardwood deck surface

Deck foundation type

Timber piles in concrete footings.

Deck connection and height

Built on ground (less than one meter in height)
Directly fixed to the home (RISK)

Deck framing

Timber.

Deck
Deck

Fixings appear to be inadequate where the deck joists connect to
the external cladding and also dick joists connection to the piles.
There is no baraline fitted with the deck joists been nail fixed to the
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timber piles, and while we have not noted any significant movement
we would recommend upgrade to the deck fixings to ensure future
performance.
Balustrade & Handrails

There is an enclosed barrier system fitted along the Northern edge
of the deck but the front edges have no balustrade system due to
being below 600mm to ground level. There is a timber framed
bench seat along the northern side.

Defects
1. We have noted an aged and worn deck
surface to some areas and would
recommend some decking replacement is
required.
Next Actions:
Contact/seek advice from a licensed building
practitioner.
1

1. The deck joists at the house connection
have been nailed through the external
cladding. It is recommended to have a deck
joist packed and bolted to the cladding with
rubber washers to prevent moisture Ingress,
and that the deck joists are securely fixed
with metal fixings (joist hangers or metal
strap).
1

Next Actions:
Contact/seek advice from a licensed building
practitioner.

1

1. There are no deck bearers to support the
deck joists with joists simply being nailed to
the foundation piles. While no significant
movement has been noted on the date of
site visit we would recommend upgrading
the pile fixings to incorporate bolts or
another appropriate metal fixing.
Next Actions:
Contact/seek advice from a licensed building
practitioner.
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Ancillary Building
Not Applicable
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Internal Inspection
Internal roof cavity
Accessibility of roof space

With the roof design there is no accessible roof cavity. The garage
roof framing is exposed and consists of timber Rafters, timber
purlins with the black roofing paper being supported by wire mesh.
Roof Rafters have been fitted to a Central timber beam and we
have noted that there are no metal fixings and place and these
connections rely on Nails only. We recommend fitting joist hangers.

Kitchen
Ceiling lining

Plasterboard

Wall lining

Plasterboard.

Floor substrate

Timber

Floor covering

Vinyl

Internal doors

Hollow core MDF timber
Cavity slider

External windows

Single glazed
Aluminium
with standard glass fitted.
No visible window security latches or locks fitted
Blinds fitted
Fitted inside the original timber Joinery sill and facings.

Electrical fittings

down lighting

Cabinetry material

Malamine. (MDF)

Benchtop material

Laminated

Sink and plumbing

Stainless steel sink
PLUMBINGuPVC waste pipe
WATER PIPESStainless steel flexi-pipe
Grey plastic water pipe
Dishwasher fitted with rubber and/or plastic water pipes
Contents items blocked access to view all areas of this space

Dishwasher

Yes

Oven type

Electric

Cooktop

Electric
All in one cooktop/oven

Air extraction

No extraction system fitted-this is recommended in this service
area.

Laundry
Location of laundry

Garage

Ceiling lining

Plasterboard

Wall lining

Plasterboard.

Floor substrate

Concrete

Floor covering

Ceramic or porcelain Tile

Laundry tub or wash tub

Metal supper-tub
Stainless steel sink
PLUMBINGuPVC waste pipe
Washing machine is directly connected to the tub waste system
WATER PIPESRubber washing machine water feeds from tub to machine
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Stainless steel flexi-pipe
Copper water pipe
Air extraction system

No extraction system fitted-this is recommended in this service
area.

Bathroom
Ceiling Lining

Plasterboard

Wall lining

Plasterboard.
Glazed sheet (Hardboard or fibre cement).

Floor substrate

Timber

Floor covering

Floor covering

Vinyl

Underfloor heating

No

Internal doors(s)

Hollow core MDF timber

External windows

Single glazed
Aluminium
with standard glass fitted.
No visible window security latches or locks fitted
Painted or coated timber revels (material unknown)

Electrical fittings

down lighting

Vanity or wash basin

Vanity (to floor or on legs)Acrylic sink and bench-top
PLUMBING:uPVC waste pipe
WATER PIPESGrey plastic water pipe
Black plastic water pipe- Possible Dux-Quest pipe (to be confirmed
by plumber)

Bath

Acrylic
Shower fitted over bath- refer to 'shower'
Shower curtain

Shower

Seratone or glazed fibre cement sheet wall liner.
Shower over bath set up
Felton style mixer
Shower curtain used- risk of over-spray outside the shower box.
Shower pressure good

Toilet

Floor mounted toilet.
Dual flush.
S-Trap.
Stainless steel cistern tap.
Stainless steel 'flexi' water pipe to cistern.

Air extraction system

No extraction system fitted-this is recommended in this service
area.

Ensuite
Ceiling Lining

Plasterboard

Wall lining

Plasterboard.
Tiles.

Floor substrate

Timber

Floor covering

Floor covering

Ceramic or porcelain Tile

Underfloor heating

No

Internal doors(s)

Hollow core MDF timber

External windows

Single glazed
Aluminium
Painted or coated timber revels (material unknown)
No visible window security latches or locks fitted
with safety glass fitted.

Electrical fittings

down lighting

Vanity or wash basin

Wall Hung Vanity
Porcelain sink and bench-top
PLUMBING:-
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uPVC waste pipe
WATER PIPESStainless steel flexi-pipe
Shower

Fully enclosed acrylic unit with glass door.
Slide rail set up
Shower pressure weak

Toilet

Floor mounted toilet.
Dual flush.
S-Trap.
Stainless steel cistern tap.
Stainless steel 'flexi' water pipe to cistern.

Air extraction system

No extraction system fitted-this is recommended in this service
area.

Wet area limitations

This wet area may or may not have waterproofing. As it is
concealed we can not provide details on its presence or its
performance.

Separate toilet
Not Applicable

Master bedroom
Ceiling lining

Plasterboard

Wall lining

Plasterboard.

Floor substrate

Timber

Floor covering

floor covering

Carpet

Underfloor heating

No

Internal doors

Hollow core MDF timber

External windows

Single glazed
Timber
with standard glass fitted.
No visible window security latches or locks fitted
Blinds fitted

External doors

Timber and glass doors
Glazing below 800mm from floor level has NO safety glass labelledHAZARDOUS

Cupboards and storage

There are several cupboard and wardrobe Solutions in this room
with MDF shelving units and steel hanging poles fitted. The doors
are concertina timber Louvre doors.

Electrical fittings

down lighting

Bedroom two
Ceiling lining

Plasterboard

Wall lining

Plasterboard.

Floor substrate

Timber

Floor covering

floor covering

Carpet

Underfloor heating

No

Internal doors

Hollow core MDF timber

External windows

Single glazed
with standard glass fitted.
No visible window security latches or locks fitted
Blinds fitted
Aluminium

Cupboards and storage

Wardrobe
double doors
No shelving

Electrical fittings

batten lighting
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Lounge room
Ceiling lining

Plasterboard

Wall lining

Plasterboard.

Floor substrate

Timber

Floor covering

floor covering

Carpet

Underfloor heating

No

Internal doors

Hollow core MDF timber

External windows

Single glazed
with standard glass fitted.
No visible window security latches or locks fitted
Blinds fitted
Aluminium

External doors

Timber and glass doors
Glazing below 800mm from floor level has NO safety glass labelledHAZARDOUS

Electrical fittings

down lighting

Heating systems

wood fire in place.
Heat-pump fitted.

Internal access or attached Garage
Ceiling lining

Ceiling lining

Not internally lined

Wall lining

Plasterboard.
Fibre cement.

Floor substrate

Concrete

Garage further description & minor defects

Content items blocked access to most areas of the Western Wall.
We had moisture tested the lower wall in several accessible areas
with no elevated readings detected on the date of our site visit.
Please refer to the external cladding section or further information
regarding the external ground clearance concerns we have noted.

Hot water System
Hot water System

Hot water System Type

Mains pressure hot water cylinder- Electric system
WATER PIPESGrey plastic pipe.
Copper pipe.
CAPACITY OF CYLINDER
180 litter

Hot water System Location

Garage cupboard

Additional Notes and Minor
Defects

Steel Seismic straps in place but not fitted as per requirements
(within 100mm of both the top and bottom of the cylinder, with a
center strap for cylinders over 200 litters. fixed with 8mm coach
screw and washers, 50x50 vertical blocking to the full height of the
cylinder-CONSULT PLUMBER).
No drainage tray-This is a leak concern to surrounding areas if
failure occurs.

Visible electrical cabling
noted

Tough plastic sheath- Modern wiring
This is an aged home and we have had limited visual on any
cabling. We cannot confirm if any aged cabling is still in use as this
would require a thorough electrical inspection by a qualified
electrician.

Power supply entrance

Overhead lines

Meter box type and location

Metal box
Situated;
on the external Northern wall

Services
Electrical

No head flashing
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Fuse box type and location

Metal box
Mini circuit breakers (MCD's)in place
Fitted inside master bedroom entry wall

Earth rod

Not located

Lights, switches and power
points

The electrical test is a basic test to ensure the power points are
wired correctly. This report should not be seen as an Electrical
inspection or Certification that the electrics of the home comply with
any standards or regulations.
We have randomly tested power points and all accessed plugs
tested okay.
We have randomly tested lighting throughout the home with no
noted concerns.

Additional notes and minor
defects
Water supply and discharge (if
visible)

Water supply type and
location

Mains/town water supply.

Additional visible plumbing
systems

HRV water filter fitted to subfloor.

Additional Notes and Minor
Defects
Smoke/fire warning

Fire warning type and
adequacy

Adequate units and well placed
On floors with bedrooms the smoke alarms must be located either in
every sleeping space or within 3.0 m of every sleeping space door.
In this case, the smoke alarms must be audible to sleeping
occupants on the other side of the closed doors. In multi-story
homes there must be at least one smoke alarm on each level,
however having an alarm in each sleeping space is considered
preferable. Although there are several types of alarms that can be
used to comply with Building Code requirements, Fire and
Emergency New Zealand recommends hard-wired alarms or
photoelectric alarms with batteries that last up to 10 years. Visit:
http://www.level.org.nz/health-and-safety/fire-safety/smoke-alarms/
Battery operated, surface mounted plastic units-check batteries.

Additional Notes and Minor
Defects
Heating systems (not tested)

Heat-pump fitted.
Unit fitted in lounge withnthe external unit on the southern external
wall- heat capacity is noted to be 8kw.
There is a wood burner situated inside the lounge room also this
has not been tested.

Fireplace/chimney

Material

Metal

Controls

Slide bar

Seismic restraint

Appears well secured

Summary

We recommend you check the Council records to ensure this fire
place has a Consent or Permit for its installation. We recommend all
fire places be inspected and cleaned annually by a qualified person
to ensure they are maintained and safe to use. It is not within the
scope of this inspection to determine the condition of any fire place,
chimney or flue.
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Recommendations and General Comments
The New Zealand Building Code recognizes that building maintenance is an important feature in achieving the minimum durability
requirements in the building code. It is the responsibility of the building/homeowner to maintain the building or dwelling to the required
standard in the building code.
It is important that the building/homeowner(s), acquaint themselves with the standard maintenance requirements and the various
manufacturers products maintenance requirements applicable to this building/dwelling. HPPI ltd does not take any responsibility for the
accuracy or completeness of the above maintenance requirements or any failure of the building/homeowner to carry out the required
maintenance. This is the responsibility of the building/homeowner.
Contact local authority and uplift L.I.M. report.
Also check council records to ensure all work has been approved. This can be done by requesting the ‘Property bag file’ from
council. These can be complex documents, and we recommend consultation with a licensed building practitioner or suitably qualified
person.

Reference Sites
Refer to BRANZ maintaining my home website for further information on caring for your home.
https://www.maintainingmyhome.org.nz/maintenance-guides/

Periods of construction
Bungalow
https://www.renovate.org.nz/bungalow/
Villa
https://www.renovate.org.nz/villa/
1940's-1960's
https://www.renovate.org.nz/1940-60s/
Art Deco
https://www.renovate.org.nz/art-deco/
1970's
https://www.renovate.org.nz/1970s/
1980-1990
https://www.maintainingmyhome.org.nz/maintenance-guides/building-periods/1980s/
1991-2004
https://www.maintainingmyhome.org.nz/maintenance-guides/building-periods/1990s-to-present/

Abbreviations
m metre
mm millimetre
OSH Occupational Safety and health
uPVC Unplasticized polyvinyl chloride
WC water close
LPB Licenced building practitioner
StructE Structural engineer
TA Territorial authority
DBH Department of building and housing

Definitions
Accessory unit(s)- (as defined by the Unit titles Act). Any area with a specified purpose, which does not comprise part of the dwelling unit
footprint but is intended to be used in conjunction with the unit. (Note- costs may be the exclusive responsibility of the owner(s) of the
dwelling(s) whose title(s) records their interest in the accessory unit. Such units might be a garage, carport, carpark, deck, garden, implement
shed, landing, service area or access way)
Absorption and Wicking- Absorbent or porous materials and surfaces (such as raw fibre-cement, uncoated concrete, weathered coatings
and unpainted timber) will absorb moisture. They can also wick moisture off an adjacent surface, where it can be absorbed. Once water has
been absorbed, it will migrate or wick through the material and affect concealed areas. Absorption and wicking can be an issue on the
underside of claddings.
Ancillary spaces and buildings- Any area, usually with a specified purpose, which does not comprise part of the dwelling unit footprint.
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Building Consent or Consent- Local council or territorial authority building consent and resource consent sets out building and construction
details and regulations.
Cap & Saddle flashings (Parapet flashings) - Generally over external handrails or balustrades and around roof parapets, these flashings
are split into two systems; The cap flashing wraps over the handrail to deflect water away from the surface, these are set to a 15-degree slope
to direct water to the edge. The other component is the saddle flashing which fits behind the cladding where the handrail or parapet intersects
with the wall or structure, this is generally welded to fit the specific area and position and the cap flashing is fixed and sealed over it to create
an adequate seal of the junction.
Capillary action & Capillary Gaps- Where water bonding to two adjacent surfaces is drawn upwards against the force of gravity between the
two surfaces. How far the water can be drawn upwards depends on the size of the gap between the surfaces and how hydrophobic or
hydrophilic they are. Wind pressure can also act on the water and drive it upwards even further. Incorporating a capillary break by detailing a
gap of 6 mm between surfaces will stop capillary action occurring, as the surfaces will be too far apart for water to bond between them. The
incorporation of weather grooves seals or hooks/seams on a flashing can also assist, as these will break the contact between the adjacent
surfaces.
Cavity system- “Cavity” refers to a space, or gap between the cladding and the structure. Cavities have been standard practice between
brick veneer and timber framing for many years. This is because it has always been well understood that brick cladding gets wet, so it needs
to be kept away from the wooden framing.
At the end of 2004, a new Building Act was enacted, which was part of a whole raft of changes introduced by central government, largely in
response to the “leaky building crisis”. The aim was to improve the Building Industry overall. One of the changes made in 2004 ensured that
almost all monolithic claddings were installed over a cavity from then on. Cavity systems can also be required with other cladding systems
depending on the weathertightness risk of the area.
This means the structural framing of the house is separated from the cladding, which reduces the chances of water reaching the framing. In
houses consented after 2004, the cavity is generally constructed with vertical battens (usually but not always timber) which space the cladding
out from the framing by about 20mm. The bottom of each wall is then fitted with a perforated strip, intended to prevent vermin entering the
cavity and allow air to circulate freely throughout the cavity, as well as allowing any accumulated water to drain away freely. In some systems
the top of the wall has additional ventilation to increase the air circulation. Very few older monolithic clad houses have such a cavity, although
some do have alternative means for providing at least some drainage and drying, for example rigid backing to solid plaster comprised of
diagonal boards with gaps between. Due to the limitations of a non-invasive inspection, we are unable to confirm the design and installation
techniques of any cavity system, some information may be available from the consented documents, and these should be referred to for detail
information. We can advise only if a cavity system is present and again only to areas, we can view non-invasively.
Common Property- An area that is owned collectively by all the unit owners and defined as such in the relevant documents.
Concealed gutter Systems- Concealed gutter and fascia systems really came onto the market in the 90s and were developed to hide the
spouting (internal gutter) behind a fascia to create a clean visual line. There are about 5 or 6 systems found today. -Overflows or leaks can
occur that can in some circumstances lead to water getting inside the house or rotting the soffit framing.-The fascia is prone to rusting on the
bottom lip -Hidden leaks are hard to detect until visible damage is found or noticed.- There are several recommendations to follow with these
systems-Keep the gutter clean and clear annually and check for leaks-HPPI will check the presence of overflow prevention pipes that in most
cases are a part of the system-Inspect the gutter and the underside of the soffit annually to make sure any leaks are picked up early.-Clean
regularly as If the gutter blocks and overflows it can run into the soffit and cause damage! It can also run back to the house or in some cases
the home has no soffit, and the runoff directly enters the external walls. https://www.buildmagazine.org.nz/assets/PDF/B104-25ConcealedGuttering.pdf
Direct fixed- Generally used when advising if a cladding system has no cavity system so the cladding is fixed ‘tight against’ or ‘hard against’
the frame line. This leaves the internal frame more exposed to moisture penetration through the cladding as the cladding is in direct contact
with the frame. This is an increased risk factor (refer to Cavity system). The term direct fixed can also refer to other systems or structures that
are connected or fixed hard against another surface or supporting structure and can relate to things like decks and pergolas which attach to
the structure. If external features are direct fixed there can be risk of moisture being trapped between the materials and also tracking into the
structure through the fixing points.
Diverter/kick out flashings- direct water away from the wall structure. These are generally around roof to cladding junctions and termination
points but also decks and other fixed structures. Old designs rely on silicon or other unreliable materials. Today we use a series of flashings
with ‘Kick out’ flashings at this low point to direct moisture away from these areas. If issues have been noted, it is important to consider the
costs to improve flashings and take action as the cost of internal damage will be far greater in the long run.
Dux-Quest plumbing pipe- was a failed plumbing pipe withdrawn from the market in the 1980’s. It is known to have issues with leaking, in
most cases these leaks are hidden and difficult to detect. It is common for insurers to remove cover from properties that have more than one
leak with this pipe until it is replaced but this is only in some cases.
Enclosed deck- A deck, whether over an interior or exterior space, that has an impermeable upper surface and is closed on the underside.
May also be known as a balcony. With the risk matrix, the term “enclosed” considers the water management ability of the deck and does not
refer to the space surrounding it or to where it is located within the building.
Envelope complexity- The categorisation of the complexity of the total building envelope into one of four classes, depending on the
particular features of the building as specified in E2/AS1.
EPDM washers- A rubber washer designed to seal around fixings and prevent moisture penetration into the structure.
Flush-finished- The description of a cladding and joints system which relies on a protective coating applied to the face of the cladding to
prevent the penetration of water. Note: In the E2/AS1 cladding options, this refers to flush-finished fibre cement sheet.
Further investigation- When a concern has been detected or signs of a concealed issue are realised, HPPI will advise of further
investigation required. This may require the employment of a specialist or require HPPI to undertake further investigations outside of the
scope of a pre-purchase inspection completed to NZS4306-2005. Any further investigation will inquire added fees.
Internal gutter systems- Generally found around deck and roof areas, they are high risk and require regular (at least annual) inspection and
maintenance to ensure performance and longevity. These can also incorporate a waterproof membrane that will also require ongoing care.
Overflow prevention is a very important part of any internal gutter system. These areas can be difficult or impossible to inspect non-invasively
due to their position and concealed nature.
Invasive investigations- After a HPPI non-invasive inspection, there may be areas of concern that require further invasive investigation to
determine any possible hidden damage. Invasive investigations can range from obtaining a true direct moisture content of the internal frame,
to opening up of an area to view concealed areas or to a recommendation of a full weathertightness survey of a home.
Kick out flashings- A kick out flashing directs water away from the structure generally into a gutter or spouting system. Refer to Diverter
flashings
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Leaky building syndrome- Leaky building syndrome occurs when the design or construction of a building does not provide adequate water
tightness. While the ingress of water is not necessarily a problem for all buildings, certain types of building design and construction allow
water to penetrate, but not to escape or dry out. In these buildings, moisture levels rise and rot forms, eventually weakening the structure of
the building and causing health hazards.
Experienced building surveyors agree the highest risk of leaky building syndrome is in the homes built between 1987 and 2005 with more
serious concerns between 1995-2005 where changes to the timber treatment requirements left many homes with inadequate treatment
against moisture damage.
Minor fault or defect is described as- A matter, in view of the age, type or condition of the building, does not require substantial repairs or
urgent attention and rectification and which could be attended to during normal maintenance.
Monolithic claddings- An exterior wall cladding system of stucco or sheet material with an applied coating giving the appearance of a
continuous cladding. The system relies on protective coatings for weathertightness. Note: Within the E2/AS1 cladding options, monolithic
cladding refers to stucco, flush-finished fibre cement sheet (where joints are sealed) and to external insulation and finish systems (EIFS).
Non-Invasive Inspection- Non-invasive inspection means we can only advise on items and areas in clear line of sight. We cannot move
contents or fixtures (cabinetry, beds, house etc) or any building material or product (insulation plastic sheet etc). We may open doors and
access hatches only if they are not fixed shut in any way (locked, painted shut, screwed shut etc)
Property inspection- The purpose of the property inspection is to identify significant defects and maintenance visible at the time of the
inspection.
Property bag file- A property file provides documents not included in a LIM report, such as: Building and resource consent documents and
any formal correspondence with council about the property. A property file does not replace a LIM report and you should get it in addition to a
LIM report. The contents of the file depend on the work done on the property that the TA are aware of. If building work does not have a
consent, it will not be in the file.
Rubber coated cabling (VIR)- Aged rubber coated wire from 1920-1945. High fire and safety risk and will require replacement. Generally, run
through galvanised pipe which can also be a safety risk!
Significant Fault or Defect- is defined in the Standards as – “A matter which requires substantial repairs or urgent attention and rectification.
Special purpose property report- is a report outside the scope of a pre purchase inspection that may require specialist contractors, for
example; a weathertightness survey, a plumbing report, electrical report, stormwater drainage report, Sanitary drainage report, Gas report etc.
TPS- Thermoplastic-sheathed cabling-Modern cabling with copper wire covered by two layers of durable plastic sheath.
TRS-Tough rubber sheath cabling- wiring used during the 1940s and 1950s and may have been installed to replace the original wiring. The
sheathing has been found to deteriorate over time, so rewiring is likely to be required.
Surface tension- When a drop of water comes into contact with a material, it may be attracted to the surface. If this attraction is strong
enough, the drop may be able to resist gravity and adhere beneath horizontal surfaces.
The Building Act 2004- sets out the rules for the construction, alteration, demolition, and maintenance of new and existing buildings in New
Zealand. It aims to improve control, encourage better design and construction, and provide greater assurance for consumers.
Waterproof membrane- Waterproof membranes can be made up of many different materials and are used to prevent moisture from
penetrating a surface. They are impervious mats or paint on liquids that will require specific preparation to the substrate prior to application
and can be used internally in wet areas, and also to external roofs, decks and gutter systems. Some membranes are fully concealed or
covered over while others can be left exposed but inspection of there performance is generally not possible. Exposed membranes require
ongoing care and maintenance to ensure longevity. It is important to seek advice form specialists as to what the product is, how often it should
be inspected, and the approximate costs involved. Modern systems should have manufacturers and installers warranties as these systems
are classed as ‘Critical building work’. It is also important to consider ‘building consent’ as the NZ building code of 2004 requires that all critical
building work requires building consent.
Weathertightness risk- Factors in a buildings design and materials can increase or mitigate its risk factors regarding the buildings
performance around keeping the building weathertight. The ministry of business innovation and employment have created a document to use
as a guide by designers and builders to help in assessing the weathertightness risk of low rise, timber framed buildings using the ‘risk matrix
in Acceptable solution E2/AS1 (clause E2 External moisture). In a pre-purchase inspection, it is not a requirement to measure a home against
the risk matrix but we will provide details regarding a buildings weathertightness risk factors and also any mitigating attributes as a part of the
NZS4306-2005 standard.
Weathertightness survey- A specialised report carried out on at risk homes using invasive or destructive techniques. HPPI will undertake a
non-invasive inspection and may recommend a weathertightness survey! A weathertightness survey may use several different methods to
determine – Is the building leaking? Where does it leak and why? What damage has been caused by the leaks? Where and why might it leak
in the future? What damage is likely to be caused in the future? What remediation work is recommended? And in some cases- What is the
estimated cost for the recommended remediation? This is a specialist report currently not undertaken by HPPI. HPPI can help by providing a
list of suitably qualified weathertightness specialists if required.
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